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mentioned the early demonstration
virus is pathogenic for Swiss mice;
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In 1942, Francis and Salk5 devised a simplified method for the preparation
of a
concentrated
and reasonably
purified vaccine containing
approximately
equivalent
amounts of influenza virus A and B. This
vaccine
was then demonstrated
to be
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In the fall of 1943, with the expectation
that there might be an epidemic
Training

of influenza

study in Army Specialized

Program

units was undertaken.

As

a result it was determined
that vaccination
with a single subcutaneous
injection of 1.0
cc. of a concentrated
inactivated
influenza
vaccine Riven shortly before an influenza
type A epidemic exerted a marked though
not complete protective effect, the incidence
of influenza being 3.2 times as great in the
controls
as in the vaccinated.
There
is
evidence to suggest that this difference
is
not an adequate measure of the effectiveness
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B in the late fall of 1945 with a ratio of cases
in vaccinated versus unvaccinatrd
of 1 to 9.
The

fact

that

human

resistance

to in-

fluenza A and B can be greatly enhanced by
vaccination with a single dose of inactivated
vaccine
would now appear
to be well
established.
How frequently
vaccination
should be performed for the effcctivr control
of epidemics, whether means may t)e devised for enhancing
and prolonging
individual protection, and the possible rffectiveness of vaccination
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